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Abstract—In this paper, we present a new algorithm for clustering data in large datasets using image processing approaches. First the dataset is mapped into a binary image plane. The synthesized image is then processed utilizing efficient image processing techniques to cluster the data in the dataset. Henceforth, the algorithm avoids exhaustive search to identify clusters. The algorithm considers only a small set of the data that contains critical boundary information sufficient to identify contained clusters. Compared to available data clustering techniques, the proposed algorithm produces similar quality results and outperforms them in execution time and storage requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is the process of analyzing data from different perspectives and summarizing it into useful information that can be used more productively to increase revenue, cuts, or both. Its concerned with finding correlations and patterns in different fields in large relational databases. Many applications including spatial analysis, credit card fraud detection, network intrusion detection, market basket analysis, financial portfolio analysis, medical diagnosis and many others rely heavily on data mining for classification, pattern detection, and predictive analysis. N-dimensional (N-D) data tuples in a large database are studied extensively to gain knowledge about relations and correlation between them. However, in many applications the N-D data set is reduced to 2-D data set depending on the attributes of interest; accordingly data clustering categorizes the 2-D data into clusters which assist in asserting some type of relationship between the data points within a cluster and hence drawing range of relationships between the two dimensions under consideration.

Several clustering algorithms have been developed in the past years. Conventionally, two major approaches where used, distance-based clustering, and density-based clustering. These techniques mostly rely on exhaustive iterative techniques to identify clusters. K-means-based algorithms are typical examples of distance-based clustering techniques [1,2,5,8,14]. However, K-means clustering algorithms are easily affected by noise and can easily miss ill-shaped clusters. While density-based techniques such as nearest-neighborhood can easily handle noise and can find arbitrarily-shaped clusters, they suffer from exhaustive search, which severely affects performance [4, 13, 15, 18, 22, 25]. New techniques have emerged recently, which hybridize both distance and density based algorithms to enhance accuracy and performance, BRIDGE [16] which merges BIRCH [22] with DBSCAN [23] is a good example. Intelligent algorithms such as genetic and fuzzy clustering algorithms have been used, however, performance of such algorithms severely affects their practicality and usability for real applications [4,6,13,17].

The developed technique uses a completely different approach. It applies image segmentation techniques instead of using classical distance and density-based approaches. The 2-D dataset of interest is mapped to a two-dimensional bitmap image. Then, object boundary detection techniques are used efficiently and effectively to detect the clusters. Very few data points that are highly scattered, independent, are finally clustered together as one noise cluster. The novelty of the developed algorithm stems from the fact that it uses a small percentage of the data points to identify clusters. This, in turn, saves large on execution time and required storage space. By looking only at boundary data points and overlooking the major point population that lay within, the algorithm can quickly and efficiently identify most of the data clusters. The algorithm eventually needs a single pass over the complete dataset to categorize and label the data points.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the methodology of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results and discussion are presented in Section III, and we conclude in Section IV.

II. IMAGE-MAPPED DATA CLUSTERING

The developed algorithm is portrayed in Figure 1. As can be seen, the algorithm consists primarily of three major stages. The first is a data and image association stage, which intuitively transforms between the original dataset and the mapped image plane. The second is an image preprocessing stage to identify the boundary points of image objects in the image plane and to represent their shapes. The third stage is cluster localization and identification, which integrates knowledge gained in the second stage to localize clusters in
the dataset. The following subsections elaborate in more details on these major steps.

![Diagram of the developed algorithm](image)

### A. Forward and Reverse Data Mapping

The data points in the dataset can be either numeric or textual taking values in a certain range, called vector space. A forward mapping function is developed to translate the data points from the 2-D vector space into a binary image. Primarily, a binary image plane is constructed with dimensions sufficient to accommodate all data points in the vector space. Such that, the size of the constructed image plane is

\[
\text{Image Size} = \text{Rows} \times \text{Columns} = (P_{X_{\text{max}}} - P_{X_{\text{min}}} + 2k_1) \times (P_{Y_{\text{max}}} - P_{Y_{\text{min}}} + 2k_2)
\]

where \(P_{X_{\text{max}}}, P_{X_{\text{min}}}, P_{Y_{\text{max}}},\) and \(P_{Y_{\text{min}}}\) are the maximum and minimum values in the \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions. \(k_1\) and \(k_2\) are small constants added to introduce background around the data points in the image plane. Pixel values at image coordinates that correspond to data point coordinates are turned ON. The rest of the pixel values in the image plane are turned OFF. To fit the data points in the integer image grid, rounding is performed on the vector space coordinates of each data point. Henceforth, an image pixel at coordinates \((x,y)\) that correspond to data point coordinates are turned ON. The points in the image plane that correspond to data point coordinates are turned ON. The remaining pixel values in the image plane are turned OFF. To fit the data points in the integer image grid, rounding is performed on the vector space coordinates of each data point. Henceforth, an image pixel at coordinates \((x,y)\) that correspond to data point coordinates are turned ON. The points in the image plane are turned OFF. To fit the data points in the integer image grid, rounding is performed on the vector space coordinates of each data point. Henceforth, an image pixel at coordinates \((x,y)\) that correspond to data point coordinates are turned ON. The rest of the modules in Figure 1 operate on the constructed binary image.

### B. Object Filling

Clusters correspond to dense regions, called an object. An object appears as a bright spot in the image plane. However, this spot does not necessarily correspond to a uniformly filled object in the image plane, but rather several holes could be found in that object. Therefore, to be able to completely and sufficiently detect such an object, a filling step is performed prior to any processing step to purge holes in the scattered point region that correspond to the dense region. For this, a 3x3 majority mask is utilized to decide whether a particular point in the image plane belongs to the object or not. Empirical results indicate that a threshold value of 6 provides a satisfactory filling result that works well for filling holes without affecting the general shape of the cluster regions.

### C. Object Identification and Boundary Detection

Objects in the image plane correspond to clusters in the dataset. These objects can be completely represented by their boundaries. In order to localize the boundary points that correspond to data clusters, a cleaning step is required. The cleaning process is mainly performed to first, smooth the boundaries of the objects to avoid any undesired notches that won’t affect the identification process. Second, to eliminate small objects that correspond to few scattered points in the image plane, erosion and dilation are among several techniques that are used to perform this job [24]. To localize the boundary points, an eroded image is subtracted from the original cleaned image. Chain encoding is utilized after that to derive a syntactic description of the boundary points from a neighborhood matrix.

In this manner each connected boundary is represented by a chain of consecutive boundary points. These points can represent a single cluster, called simple object, or more than one cluster, called complex object. The contour of a complex object experiences skirting. That means the contour shape dilutes down at certain point in shape forming a neck. An illustration of a simple and a complex object is depicted in Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. A typical contour line that corresponds to a (a) simple, (b) complex object.

A further reduction of the number of points processed to identify data clusters is accomplished through traversing critical boundary points. Critical boundary points are the set of boundary points that sufficiently represent the contour shape. Curvature Scale Space (CSS) principles [20, 21] suggest that a contour could be sufficiently and completely described by the
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set of boundary points that correspond to local maxima and minima in the 2-D spatial domain containing the object shape. Consequently, a boundary point \( p \) is considered critical if and only if the first derivative of the contour experiences a change of sign at that point. The rest of the boundary points are ignored and marked as unnecessary. The developed algorithm traverses the critical boundary of each object searching for possible necks. Necks are identified by the Euclidean distance between the two boundary points comprising them such that the distance is below certain threshold value, \( T_n \). The threshold value is determined as a percentage of the maximum distance encountered between two critical boundary points in the contour. This value is tuned to achieve results that best fit the dataset.

Accordingly, a neck is encountered between two non-adjacent critical points, \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) if only if \( P_i \) is the closest to \( P_j \) and \( P_j \) is the closest to \( P_i \). This process is repeated for all critical boundary points detected for all objects localized in the data-mapped image. As a result each cluster is identified by a closed contour in the image space.

As a result of erosion and other preprocessing steps, some points will be none clustered at this stage. For that, these points can be grouped together in a noise cluster.

D. Complexity Analysis

Due to article size limitation, detailed analysis of the complexity analysis are omitted. However, it has been found that the order of computations required to identify clusters and associate data points to these clusters is \( O(5N+M^2) \), where \( N \) is the number of data points and \( M \) is the number of identified clusters.

On the other hand, the memory requirement to load the entire dataset, after mapping it into an image plane, was found to be \( 3N/8 \) bytes which resembles 95% reduction in memory usage.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A synthetic dataset generated via a developed generator by Zhang et. al. [22] was used to test and validate the IMDC proposed technique. The dataset consists of 100,000 points distributed evenly in 100 clusters. The dataset was first mapped into a binary image plane. The resultant image size was set to 700x100 as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. An data-mapped image representing the synthesized dataset generated by Zhang et. Al [22].

The data-mapped image was then processed according to the processes described earlier. Figure 4 shows the resultant image after finding the boundary points and critical points to localize necks.

Figure 4. (a) represents a zoomed portion of the data-mapped image after finding the boundary points, and (b) represents a zoomed portion of the resultant image after localizing critical boundary points and necks.

The result of clustering was finding exactly 100 clusters. The number of points located in each cluster is summarized in Figure 5. The number of boundary points located was 1470 points and the number of critical points was 417 points. Only the 417 critical points were processed in the segmentation and clustering module to localize the data clusters which is a great reduction in the complexity of the proposed technique.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presented a unique approach to cluster large datasets. The main contribution lies in utilizing existing image processing techniques to identify clusters in an image-mapped 2-D dataset. The proposed algorithm produced quality results that are at least as good as the available algorithms, furthermore, the presented algorithm outperforms the other techniques in performance and storage requirements. This is actually due to the fact that the algorithm identifies a comparatively small number of critical boundary data points, which are used to cluster the data. Complexity analysis show that the run time of the proposed algorithm is of \( O(5N+M^2) \) whereas best performance of available clustering algorithms is
of O(N log N). On the other hand, the proposed algorithm achieves a major reduction in storage requirement compared to other techniques. In fact, 95% saving in memory I/O operations was accomplished.
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